















































































































































l)LEADER EMPOWERING BEHAVIOUR: THE LEADER’S PERSPECTIVE
UNDERSTANDING THE MOTIVATION BEHIND LEADER EMPOWERING BEHAVIOUR
The present dissertation tries to shed light on the phenomenon of empowering
leadership. We aim to understand the antecedents of leader empowering behaviour. In
doing so, we mean to remedy the stated lack of research on empowering leadership and on
the effect of follower’s behaviour on leader’s behaviour. In this dissertation we will argue
that follower’s behaviour can be expected to play an important role in explaining leader’s
empowering behaviour. We report the findings of 4 laboratory studies and two field
studies. As a first step in our reasoning we start by establishing trust as an antecedent of
leader empowering behaviour and showing that leader’s characteristics moderate the
influence of trust in the empowering process. We then investigate the influence of trust
and epistemic motivation in the empowering process. We focused on two aspects of
epistemic motivation: accountability and workload. We finally investigate the influence of
trust and gender in the empowering process, emphasizing the mediating role of trust in
the process.
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l)LEADER EMPOWERING BEHAVIOUR: THE LEADER’S PERSPECTIVE
UNDERSTANDING THE MOTIVATION BEHIND LEADER EMPOWERING BEHAVIOUR
The present dissertation tries to shed light on the phenomenon of empowering
leadership. We aim to understand the antecedents of leader empowering behaviour. In
doing so, we mean to remedy the stated lack of research on empowering leadership and on
the effect of follower’s behaviour on leader’s behaviour. In this dissertation we will argue
that follower’s behaviour can be expected to play an important role in explaining leader’s
empowering behaviour. We report the findings of 4 laboratory studies and two field
studies. As a first step in our reasoning we start by establishing trust as an antecedent of
leader empowering behaviour and showing that leader’s characteristics moderate the
influence of trust in the empowering process. We then investigate the influence of trust
and epistemic motivation in the empowering process. We focused on two aspects of
epistemic motivation: accountability and workload. We finally investigate the influence of
trust and gender in the empowering process, emphasizing the mediating role of trust in
the process.
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